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Abstract: Due to the intrinsically flexible molecular
skeletons and loose aggregations, organic semiconduc-
tors, like small molecular acceptors (SMAs) in organic
solar cells (OSCs), greatly suffer from larger structural/
packing disorders and weaker intermolecular interac-
tions comparing to their inorganic counterparts, further
leading to hindered exciton diffusion/dissociation and
charge carrier migration in resulting OSCs. To overcome
this challenge, complete peripheral fluorination was
performed on basis of a two-dimensional (2D) conjuga-
tion extended molecular platform of CH-series SMAs,
rendering an acceptor of CH8F with eight fluorine
atoms surrounding the molecular backbone. Benefitting
from the broad 2D backbone, more importantly,
strengthened fluorine-induced secondary interactions,
CH8F and its D18 blends afford much enhanced and
more ordered molecular packings accompanying with
enlarged dielectric constants, reduced exciton binding
energies and more obvious fibrillary networks compar-
ing to CH6F controls. Consequently, D18:CH8F-based
OSCs reached an excellent efficiency of 18.80%, much
better than that of 17.91% for CH6F-based ones. More
excitingly, by employing D18-Cl that possesses a highly
similar structure to D18 as a third component, the
highest efficiency of 19.28% for CH-series SMAs-based
OSCs has been achieved so far. Our work demonstrates
the dramatical structural multiformity of CH-series
SMAs, meanwhile, their high potential for constructing
record-breaking OSCs through peripheral fine-tuning.

Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs) have achieved a surging power
conversion efficiency (PCE) in the past few years,[1] whereas
the state-of-the-art device still lags far behind its inorganic
counterparts (like crystalline silicon, perovskite, etc.).[2] The
inner reason may be attributed to the intrinsically flexible
molecular skeletons of organic materials and also quite loose
aggregations by means of van der Waals forces, π–π
interactions, halogen bonds, etc. instead of covalent bonds
that widely exist in inorganic materials. These characteristics
determine that organic light-harvesting materials are con-
fronted with several insurmountable barriers: (1) insufficient
intermolecular interaction strength due to inadequate over-
lap of p-orbital electron clouds; this will generally lead to
localized excitons with a very small radius less than 1 nm but
relatively large binding energy more than 0.3 eV.[3] There-
fore, the exciton diffusion through Förster or Dexter energy
transfers[4] and even charge carrier migration through a
hoping mechanism will be hindered. (2) less molecular
packing/crystalline ordering; contrary to the spatial lattice
with conspicuous periodicity in inorganic materials, there
are lots of crystal defects or amorphous domains hidden in
aggregated organic ones, giving rise to plenty of scattering/
recombination sites for excitons and charges.[5] Therefore, it
is plausible to observe reduced carrier mobility by several
orders of magnitude in organic materials comparing to that
of inorganic ones, whereas the quite opposite is charge
recombination rates.[6] Based on these discussions, strength-
ening intermolecular packing and also crystalline ordering of
light harvesting donors or acceptors could be very crucial if
more efficient OSCs are really expected.[7] In spite of the
absence of clear structure–activity relationship currently, a
simple but logical pathway to synergistically enhance the
multiple forces that bounding organic molecules together
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should be introducing sufficient heteroatoms, especially
halogens, on peripheral active sites of molecules, and more
important or at least as important is two-dimensional (2D)
conjugated extension of molecules’ backbone. The former
could be favor of constructing multiple secondary or non-
covalent interactions through diverse weak bonds of X···H,
X···S, X···π, etc. (X represents halogen atoms),[8] while the
latter will contribute to more compact π–π stacking by
means of rigid and broad 2D conjugated backbones.[9] Both
of them could work together to strengthen intermolecular
interactions greatly and further result in delocalized excitons
on neighboring stacked molecules,[10] constrictive density of
states of vibration energy levels,[11] facilitated carrier migra-
tions and suppressive recombination,[7b] etc.

Among a series of homomorphic halogen elements,
fluorine that featuring with the smallest atomic radius but
largest electronegativity, has successfully exerted positive
influences on energy levels, absorptions, intermolecular π–π
stackings and nanoscale film morphologies of small molec-
ular acceptors (SMAs) without bringing about too much
steric hindrance.[12] In addition, lots of theoretical studies
have also manifested that peripheral fluorination is con-
ducive to minimizing the exciton binding energy (Eb) of
SMAs, thus accomplishing highly efficient exciton dissocia-
tion even with quite a small driving force.[13] In light of the
huge success in improving performance of OSCs through
peripheral fluorination,[14] much more efficient SMAs can be
really expected if more or complete peripheral fluorinations
are further implemented. Given the dominant role of
electron-withdrawing terminals in effective intermolecular
packings for some well-known SMAs like ITIC analogs,[12a]

it is no surprise the fluorination mainly takes place on
terminal units (such as 1,1-dicyanomethylene-3-indanone
containing two fluorine atoms) at present. However, when
endeavoring to further increase fluorine density on termi-
nals, the mismatched energy levels (especially markedly
down-shifted lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, LU-
MOs) and thus decreased open circuit voltages (Voc) are
usually inevitable.[15] This should be attributed to the great
electron-deficient capacity of fluorine atom that origins from
the largest electronegativity and effective p-π conjugation
with molecular skeletons. However, renewed hope emerges
in exploration of high-performance Y-series SMAs.[1e] These
SMAs have not only demonstrated a distinctive molecular
packing that involving their central units greatly, but also
manifested the dominant role of central units in establishing
a desirable three-dimensional (3D) intermolecular packing
network.[16] In a similar fashion, it should be highly possible
to further optimize intermolecular packings of SMAs by
performing fluorinations on central units of Y-series SMAs
more than terminals. Unfortunately, another insurmount-
able challenge arises from the absence of active sites on
central unit (benzothiadiazole) of Y-series SMAs, thus
leaving the feasible methodology to increase peripheral
fluorine density on molecular backbones still an unad-
dressed issue.

The truly turning moment lies on the high-performance
CH-series SMAs explored by our group recently (Fig-
ure S1).[7b,9a, 14a] These featured SMAs have demonstrated

their dramatical structural multiformity, especially sufficient
peripheral active sites for chemical modifications on their
central units. Note that the 2D conjugation extended back-
bones of CH-series SMAs well meet the criterion to strength
intermolecular π–π stacking (discussed above) and have
manifested their great effectiveness in reducing Eb, facilitat-
ing charge migration and suppressing recombination dynam-
ics, etc.[17] However, what really excites us is that the
intermolecular packing modes and strengths could be easily
tuned through even a quite minor structural adjustment on
central units, for example, employing different halogens.[14b]

This unique feature of CH-series SMAs allows us to max-
imize the advantages of peripheral fluorination while
circumventing its weaknesses on energy level, if introducing
much more peripheral fluorine on central units (even
complete fluorination) not merely on terminals. Bearing
these thoughts in mind, on basis of a 2D conjugation
extended molecular platform of CH-series SMAs, complete
fluorination on peripheral active sites was performed,
rendering an acceptor of CH8F (Figure 1a) with eight
fluorine atoms surrounding the molecular backbone. Bene-
fitting from the broad 2D molecular backbone, more
importantly, strengthened fluorine-induced secondary inter-
actions, CH8F affords much enhanced and more ordered
molecular packings accompanying with enlarged dielectric
constants (ɛr), reduced Eb and facilitated charge migration
comparing to its CH6F controls (Figure 1a). When employ-
ing D18 as the donor part, more obvious fibrillary network
can be observed in blends of D18:CH8F. This renders more
favorable photodynamic and thus an excellent PCE of
18.80%, much better than that of 17.91% for D18:CH6F-
based one. More excitingly, by adopting D18-Cl that
possesses a highly similar structure to D18 as a third
component, the highest efficiency of 19.28% for CH-series
SMAs-based OSCs has been achieved so far along with an
encouraging long-term stability. This work further man-
ifested the huge potential of CH-series SMAs for construct-
ing record-breaking OSCs by means of peripheral micro-
structural adjustments.

Results and Discussion

The influence of complete peripheral fluorination on
frontier molecular orbitals was firstly unveiled by density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 1b and S2, CH6F and CH8F both displayed a relatively
planar geometry but quite different dipole moments
(1.34 Debye for CH6F and 2.67 Debye for CH8F). The large
dipole moment of CH8F is expected to induce more
compact stacking of adjacent molecules, thus in favor of
more efficient charge migration and improved fill factor
(FF) of OSCs.[1k] In addition, the polarizability of complete
fluorinated phenazine (150.87 Bohr3) is comparable but
slightly larger than that of its difluorinated analog
(149.15 Bohr3). The enlarged polarizability will contribute to
an increased ɛr and electron mobility of CH8F in theory (see
detailed discussions below).[17] The highest occupied molec-
ular orbitals (HOMOs) and LUMOs mainly locate along
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molecular backbones, with the most distribution on central
donors and electron-deficient terminals, respectively, sug-
gesting an effective intramolecular charge transfer (ICT).[18]

As it can be expected that the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels downshifted by 50 and 30 meV, respectively, varying
from CH6F to CH8F. This should be attributed to the
decreasing of electron-donating ability of CH8F, especially
on its phenazine central unit, which can be confirmed by
electrostatic surface potential (ESP) maps shown in Fig-
ure 1c. In spite of four electron-withdrawing fluorine atoms
assembling on central unit of CH8F, an obvious A-D-A
architecture can be still observed with the characteristic
peak-valley-peak shape of frontier orbital charge density
differences (ΔQ) (Figure 1d and S3). Such an A-D-A feature
could endow with SMAs favorable molecular stacking,
better photodynamic, decreased energy losses and eventu-
ally improved device performance with respect to some
other types of SMAs.[19] Notably, as we have discussed
above, the degree of LUMO down-shifting is quite small
(only �30 meV) for complete peripheral fluorination on
central units of CH-series SMAs rather than the conven-
tional fluorination on end groups (�150 meV).[15] In this
way, the advantages of peripheral fluorination over molec-
ular packings, exciton dissociations, charge migrations, etc.
can be really maximized whilst circumventing its weaknesses
on LUMO energy levels and device Voc.

The synthetic route to CH8F was described in
Scheme S1 and the prepared details including characterized

data/spectra were illustrated in Supporting Information.
Both molecules exhibit a comparable but high decomposi-
tion temperature (Td) of 324 degree for CH6F and 326
degree for CH8F (Figure S4). The HOMO/LUMO energy
levels of CH6F and CH8F derived from cyclic voltammetry
(CV) measurements are � 5.74/� 3.77 eV and � 5.78/
� 3.80 eV, respectively (Figure 2a and S5), which roughly
agree with the theoretically calculated results. The energy
gaps can be rendered as 1.97 eV for CH6F and 1.98 eV for
CH8F, thus resulting in blue-shifted absorptions of CH8F in
both solutions and solid states (Figure 2b). Additionally, the
enlarged molar extinction coefficients for CH8F could be
observed in both solid films (1.52×105 cm� 1) and solutions
(1.84×105 M� 1 cm� 1), comparing to that of CH6F with
1.37×105 cm� 1 in films and 1.41×105 M� 1 cm� 1 in solutions
(Figure S6), demonstrating the enhanced light harvesting
capacity of CH8F with complete peripheral fluorination.
More peripheral fluorination on SMAs is also expected to
improve their electron-transporting ability that could be
regarded as one of the most crucial indicators for material
evaluations. Therefore, the electron mobility (μe) of CH6F
and CH8F neat films were measured by applying the space-
charge limited current (SCLC) method (Figure S7). A
statistically larger μe can be achieved by CH8F comparing to
that of CH6F (Figure 2c), demonstrating its superiority of
CH8F as electron-transporting acceptors. Note that the
enlarged μe should be greatly determined by the more
favorable molecular packing behaviors of CH8F. Hence, we

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of CH6F and CH8F. (b) Molecular frontier orbital distributions. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels were
illustrated for a clear comparison. (c) Electrostatic surface potential (ESP) maps. (d) Theoretical density difference ~Q (~Q=Ψ2

LUMO-Ψ2
HOMO)

along molecular backbones.
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resorted to grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) to unveil the effects of complete peripheral
fluorination on molecular packing strength and ordering
(Figure 2d and 2e).[20] As plotted line-cut profiles in Fig-
ure 2f and summarized parameters in Table S1, both CH6F
and CH8F demonstrated a favorable face-on packing
orientation, indicated by the strong (010) peaks in the out-
of-plane (OOP) direction. Interestingly, CH8F possesses a
smaller intermolecular π–π stacking distance of 3.72 Å than
that of 3.79 Å for CH6F, meanwhile, enlarged crystal
coherence lengths (CCLs) in both OOP and in-plane (IP)
directions (Table S1). This suggests the generally enhanced
molecular packing and ordering for CH8F, which should
account for the improved electron transportation of CH8F
films and further manifest the advantages of more fluorine
on central unit of CH-series SMAs. Moreover, the quadru-
pole moment components of CH6F and CH8F in three
spatial dimensions were also calculated. As illustrated in
Figure S8, the quadrupole moment of CH8F in each
dimension (Qxx = � 680.46, Qyy = � 479.12, Qzz = � 441.00 D)
is stronger than that of CH6F (Qxx = � 672.34, Qyy = � 462.79,
Qzz = � 434.10 D), which should be partially responsible for
the preferable intermolecular packing and charge carrier
dynamic of CH8F.[21] As we have discussed above, the

compact and ordered molecular packings could efficaciously
delocalize the vibrational relaxation of photogenerated
excitons on adjacent tacked molecules,[10] thus contributing
to shrunken density of states (DoS) of excited molecular
vibrations, prolonged exciton lifetimes (τ) and reduced Eb.

[9a]

It is thus plausible to observe that CH8F affords a slightly
larger τ of 1.8 ns than that of 1.7 ns for CH6F (Figure 2g),
meanwhile, a much reduced Eb of 16.5 meV comparing to
that of 54.2 meV for CH6F (Figure 2h and S9). It is
interesting that the Ebs of isolated CH8F is 1.639 eV, slightly
larger than that of 1.630 eV for CH6F (Table S2). Therefore,
the greatly decreased Eb for CH8F in solid films comparing
to CH6F should be attributed to the enhanced intermolecu-
lar interactions of CH8F after complete peripheral fluorina-
tion. Note that such a favorable feature of photogenerated
excitons could facilitate efficient exciton dissociation with a
really small driving force, moreover, suppressed non-
radiative recombination of charge transfer (CT) states.[11a,22]

Moreover, CH8F-based neat films achieve a slightly larger ɛr

than that of CH6F-based ones (Figure 2i and S10), agreeing
well with the larger dipole moment and stronger intermo-
lecular interaction of CH8F. Meanwhile, a much larger ɛr of
�5.0 can be afforded by D18:CH8F blends comparing to
that of �3.2 for D18:CH6F, which could be conducive to

Figure 2. (a) Energy levels derived from CV measurements. (b) UV/Vis spectra in solutions and solid films. (c) Electron mobility of neat films. (d,
e) 2D GIWAXS patterns of neat films, respectively. (f) Line-cut profiles of CH6F and CH8F neat films. (g) Time-resolved photoluminescence (PL)
decay traces. (h) Eb derived from temperature-dependent PL spectra. (i) ɛr as a function of frequency measured by impedance spectroscopy.
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improved charge generation/migration in theory and endow
with D18:CH8F-based OSCs a better FF and short-circuit
current density (Jsc).

Our previous works have highlighted the great effective-
ness in optimizing intermolecular packing modes of CH-
series SMAs just by a minor structural modification on
central units.[14] In addition, the more compact and ordered
molecular packings for CH8F unveiled by GIWAXS have
already implied its quite different molecular packing modes
from CH6F. Therefore, single-crystal X-ray diffraction
measurements were carried out to shed light on the
variations of molecular packing modes after complete
peripheral fluorination.[23] As illustrated in Figure S11, both
SMAs of CH6F and CH8F afford a featured banana-shape
and helical geometry. The N� S distances between nitrogen
on phenazine and sulfur on adjacent thiophene are ranging

from 3.2 to 3.4 Å, slightly smaller than the van der Waals
radii (�3.55 Å) of nitrogen and sulfur. The existing N� S
noncovalent interactions could further rigidify the planar
molecular skeletons of CH-series SMAs, thus leading to
smaller reorganization energies with respect to other type of
SMAs.[17] Both single crystals of CH6F and CH8F could be
classified as triclinic systems (see Table S3 for details). More
importantly, the distinctive and highly desirable 3D molec-
ular packing networks were well formed (Figure 3a), which
have been proven to facilitate charge migration in resulting
OSCs greatly.[9a,16,24] Although the rectangle-shaped voids
were observed for both CH6F and CH8F, the size of voids
for CH8F could be estimated as �18.4×17.6 Å, generally
smaller than that of �24.9×15.1 Å for CH6F. This may
contribute to an enlarged molecular packing density and

Figure 3. (a) Single-crystal packing topological structures of CH6F and CH8F on the top view. (b) Intermolecular packing modes. E, b and C
represent end, bridge and central units, respectively. (c) π–π stacking distances of interlayer including all the main molecular packing modes.
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ɛr,
[25] agreeing well with the discussions above (Figure 2f and

2i).
Notably, the formed 3D molecular packing networks are

extensively involved with both central and end units, thus
the complete peripheral fluorination on central unit should
give rise to much different intermolecular packing modes.
As illustrated in Figure 3b, four main packing modes can be
observed for CH6F including dual end to bridge mode (dual
E/b), end to end and central to central mode (E/E+C/C)
and two types of end to end modes (E/E), which have been
fully discussed in our previous work.[14b] As regards to CH8F
with complete peripheral fluorination, three packing modes
were afforded, being dual end to central mode (dual E/C),
dual central to bridge mode (dual C/b) and only one type of
“E/E” mode. The less intermolecular packing modes for
CH8F comparing to CH6F may decrease the disorder of
molecular packing and be conducive to more favorable
charge transportation/recombination dynamic. Among
them, “dual E/C” for CH8F and “dual E/b” for CH6F with
relatively large intermolecular packing potentials over
150 kJ/mol (Table S4) were widely observed in CH-series
SMAs but merely existing in some other materials. More
interestingly, all the three intermolecular packing modes for
CH8F demonstrate the overall reduced π–π stacking dis-
tances (“E/E” mode: 3.36 Å, “dual E/C” mode: 3.35 Å,
“dual C/b” mode: 3.37 Å) than that of CH6F (“E/E-1”
mode: 3.47 Å, “E/E-2” mode: 3.45 Å, “dual E/b” mode:
3.50 Å, “E/E+C/C” mode: 3.43 Å). This should be ascribed
to the stronger secondary interactions induced by more
peripheral fluorination on CH8F. The smaller π–π stacking
distance in CH8F crystals is in good accordance with
GIWAXS results and accounts for its improved electron
mobility. The conclusion of fluorine-induced reduction of π–
π stacking distances can be further confirmed by CH7F
molecules that containing seven fluorine atoms surrounding
molecular backbones (Figure S12). As displayed in Fig-
ure S13, CH7F possesses much more intermolecular packing
modes due to its unsymmetrical structure. The general π–π
stacking distances for CH7F fall in between CH8F and
CH6F, manifesting the dominant role of fluorine in
strengthening intermolecular packing of SMAs.

To sum up, the main advantage of complete peripheral
fluorination, especially on central units not merely end units,
could be concluded as followings: (1) only slightly down-
shifted LUMO energy levels of SMAs, thus avoiding the
significantly decreased Voc in resulting OSCs; (2) enlarged

dipole moment and greatly enhanced molecular packing
strength/ordering, which could contribute to a large ɛr and
further facilitated charge migrations; (3) prolonged exciton
lifetime and reduced Eb that are conducive to achieving
efficient exciton dissociation with a small driving force and
suppressing non-radiative recombination of CT states.

Given that complete peripheral fluorination has been
proved to possess so many advantages, an excellent device
performance is really expected for OSCs based on CH8F.
When blending with a well-matched polymer donor D18
(Figure S14),[26] D18:CH6F-based OSCs afforded a good
PCE of 17.91%, accompanied by a Voc of 0.895 V, a Jsc of
26.02 mAcm� 2 and an FF of 76.89% (Table 1). As regards
to D18:CH8F-based OSCs, the comparable Voc (0.899 V)
and Jsc (26.01 mAcm� 2), however, greatly superior FF
(80.38%) and PCE (18.80%) can be observed comparing to
D18:CH6F-based ones. More excitingly, the best PCE of
19.28% is further rendered by introducing D18-Cl (Fig-
ure S14),[27] which has a highly similar structure to D18 but
downshifted HOMO energy level, as the third component.
Note that the 19.28% PCE has reached the best value for
CH-series SMAs-based OSCs thus far and also ranked
among the first-class OSCs currently. In addition, we also
evaluated the photovoltaic performance of D18:CH7F-based
OSCs, which afford an excellent PCE of 18.43% accompa-
nied by a Voc of 0.896 V, a Jsc of 26.08 mAcm� 2 and an FF of
78.85% (Figure S15 and Table S5). For D18-Cl:CH8F-based
binary OSCs, a PCE of 17.85% with a Voc of 0.922 V, a Jsc of
25.07 mAcm� 2 and an FF of 77.21% is delivered (Figure S16
and Table S5). The detailed device fabrication and optimiza-
tion data were presented in Supporting Information (Ta-
ble S5–S13), and the best current density-voltage (J–V)
curves of CH6F- and CH8F-based OSCs were shown in
Figure 4a. The obvious enlarged FF for CH8F-based OSCs
should be attributed to their improved charge migration,
which caused by more compact and ordered packings of
CH8F. The external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) were
recorded and displayed in Figure 4b. The integrated JSCs
were calculated as 25.01, 25.24 and 25.93 mAcm� 2 for D18:
CH6F-, D18:CH8F- and D18:D18-Cl:CH8F-based OSCs,
respectively, matching well with their J–V tests. Despite of
the blue-shifted absorption of CH8F comparing to CH6F,
the overall improved EQEs for CH8F-based OSCs still
contributed to a larger integrated Jsc. Note that EQEs are
usually determined by multiple factors, such as light harvest-
ing, charge generation/transport/recombination, etc. Consid-

Table 1: Summary of photovoltaic parameters for OSCs.[a]

Active layers Voc

(V)
Jsc
(mAcm� 2)

Cal. Jsc
[b]

(mAcm� 2)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

D18:CH6F 0.895
(0.887�0.005)

26.02
(26.25�0.31)

25.01 76.89
(75.61�1.07)

17.91
(17.61�0.18)

D18:CH8F 0.899
(0.898�0.002)

26.01
(25.94�0.11)

25.24 80.38
(80.31�0.17)

18.80
(18.70�0.07)

D18:D18-Cl:CH8F 0.909
(0.908�0.004)

26.81
(26.72�0.16)

25.93 79.10
(78.78�0.21)

19.28
(19.12�0.09)

[a] Average parameters derived from 15 independent OSCs (Table S9–S13). [b] Current densities by integrating EQE plots.
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ering their comparable ability of light harvesting, the
facilitated photodynamic should be responsible for the
enlarged EQEs and improved PCEs for CH8F-based OSCs
(see the detailed discussions below). Moreover, the PCEs of
both D18:CH8F- and D18:D18-Cl:CH8F-based OSCs could
be retained over 90% with respect to their initial values
after �1500 h at room temperature and �500 h at 65 °C
(Figure S17). The excellent storage and thermal stabilities of
CH8F-based OSCs along with their remarkable PCEs
provide the great potentials for large scale production.

In order to unveil the inner reasons of better EQEs and
FFs for CH8F-based OSCs, a comprehensive investigation
has been performed. Firstly, exciton dissociation efficiency
(Pdiss) was roughly estimated by measuring the PL quenching
of blended films (Figure 4c). The excellent Pdisss of �98%
were achieved by CH8F-based devices, however, only
�94% for CH6F-based ones. Then, Pdiss and charge
collection efficiency (Pcoll) were further evaluated by plots of
photocurrent density (Jph) versus effective voltage (Veff)
(Figure 4d). The derived Pdisss keep the same tendency to
that afforded by PL measurements. Meanwhile, slightly
improved Pcolls of �89% can be also rendered by CH8F-
based OSCs, comparing to that of �87% for CH6F-based
ones. In light of the comparable ability in light harvesting
(Figure S18), the enlarged EQEs for CH8F-based OSCs
should mainly attributed to the facilitated charge genera-
tion/collection dynamics. On one hand, the better Pdisss for
CH8F-based OSCs can be ascribed to two aspects: (1) the
downshifted HOMO of CH8F, which provides a larger
driving force for exciton dissociation in theory; (2) the
reduced Eb and prolonged exciton lifetime that caused by its
favorable molecular packing behaviors. On the other hand,
the larger charge mobility for CH8F blends (Figure S19)
should account for the improved Pcoll for CH8F-based OSCs
and also be mainly responsible for their improved FFs
comparing to that of CH6F. Additionally, by measuring the

dependence of Voc and Jsc on light intensity (Figure 4e and
S20), S/(kT/q) for D18:CH6F-, D18:CH8F- and D18:D18-Cl:
CH8F-based OSCs were rendered as 1.27, 1.23 and 1.18,
respectively, suggesting stepwise suppressed trap-assisted
charge recombination.[28] Whereas the very similar α values
closing to unit were observed for all three OSCs, indicating
the negligible bimolecular recombination.[29] The EQEs of
electroluminescence (EQEEL) for D18:CH6F-, D18:CH8F-
and D18:D18-Cl:CH8F-based devices were displayed in
Figure 4f and the non-radiative energy losses of OSCs could
be estimated as 0.195, 0.177 and 0.174 eV, respectively (see
Supporting Information for the calculation details).[22a] The
decreased non-radiative energy losses for CH8F-based
OSCs should be attributed to multiple factors including the
larger ɛr, reduced Eb, and more importantly, better molec-
ular packing and nanoscale film morphology. All of them
highlight the superiority of complete peripheral fluorination
on SMAs.

The improved device performances for CH8F-based
OSCs should be closely associated to their better nanoscale
morphology of blended films. Therefore, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) were further employed to monitor the film morphol-
ogy. Both blended films of D18:CH6F and D18:CH8F were
featured with a uniform and relatively smooth surface
(Figure S21). Meanwhile, obvious nanoscale fibrillary net-
works can be also afforded (Figure 5a), which has been
proven to facilitate charge migration and suppress charge
recombination effectively. By performing a statistical analy-
sis of nanofiber size (Figure S22), a gradually enlarged fiber
size can be observed as 14.8 and 16.8 nm for D18:CH6F and
D18:CH8F, respectively, suggesting the enhanced molecular
crystallinity for D18:CH8F. The TEM images in Figure S23
further confirmed the fibrillar network structures in all
blended films.

Figure 4. (a) J–V curves for OSCs. (b) EQE plots and integrated Jsc curves. (c) PL spectra of neat and blend films indicating efficiencies of PL
quenching. (d) Jph versus Veff curves indicating ηdiss and ηcoll. (e) Light intensity (Plight) dependence of Voc. (f) EQEEL plots of OSCs.
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When considering the selection of third component, the
extra induction that does not greatly change the already
perfect micromorphology should be crucially important.
Therefore, besides the fine-tuning energy levels, the mole-
cules with similar structure and good miscibility to the
existing components in blends should be really promising.
As shown in Figure S24 and Table S14, an excellent
miscibility between D18 and D18-Cl can be indicated by a
very small Flory-Huggins interaction parameters (χ) of
0.03.[30] Therefore, it is reasonable to observe the similar
fibrillary networks and fiber size (17.3 nm) between D18:
D18-Cl:CH8F and D18:CH8F (Figure 5a and 5b). In
addition, χD:A for D18:CH8F (0.23) is larger than that of 0.17
for D18:CH6F, indicating less D/A miscibility after complete
peripheral fluorination. This may be ascribed to the stronger
secondary interactions between neighboring SMAs caused
by sufficient fluorine atoms on molecular backbone of
CH8F and also agrees well with the enlarged fiber size in
D18:CH8F blends.

The molecular packing behaviors in blended films were
further investigated by measuring their GIWAXS patterns
(Figure 5c). All the blended films exhibited a pronounced
(010) diffraction peaks at 1.64 Å� 1 for D18:CH6F, 1.66 Å� 1

for D18:CH8F and 1.67 Å� 1 for D18:D18-Cl:CH8F in OOP
directions and sharp (100) diffraction peaks locating at
�0.30 Å� 1 in IP directions (Figure 5d), demonstrating the
preferential face-on molecular stacking orientation with
respect to substrates. The smaller π–π stacking distance of
�3.76 Å for CH8F-based blends can be afforded comparing
to that of 3.83 Å for CH6F-based one. Moreover, the slightly
larger CCLs for D18:CH8F (31.42 Å) and D18:D18-Cl:

CH8F (33.26 Å) can be also observed than that of 29.76 Å
for D18:CH6F (Table S15), indicating more ordered molec-
ular packings in CH8F-based blends. The slightly larger
CCL for D18:D18-Cl:CH8F comparing to D18:CH8F may
be ascribed to the relatively better crystallinity of D18-Cl,
which was suggested by the more obvious change of the
maximum absorption peaks from high temperature to low
(Figure 6a and S25).[31] Generally, the more compact molec-
ular π–π stacking and improved packing ordering for CH8F-
based blends should response for their facilitated charge
migration and much better FFs in resulting OSCs.

As we have mentioned above, D18 and D18-Cl demon-
strate a very good miscibility due to their highly similar
molecular structures. This makes the already perfect micro-
morphology for D18:CH8F blend was maintained to the
maximum extent after introduction of D18-Cl. Another
interesting point is that a slightly enlarged fiber size of
16.6 nm can be observed for D18:D18-Cl blend with respect
to that of �15.5 nm for both D18 and D18-Cl (Figure 6b
and S26), demonstrating the overall enhanced molecular
crystalline after introducing D18-Cl. The featured lattices
for D18 and D18-Cl with a spacing of �0.24 and 0.21 nm,
respectively, disappeared in D18:D18-Cl blend and a newly
lattice spacing of �0.38 nm emerged (Figure 6c). This
suggests that D18 and D18-Cl seem to stack with each other
evenly and thus form a well-mixed phase in resulting OSCs.
Moreover, the enhanced intermolecular packing with a π–π
stacking distance of 3.88 Å can be also rendered by well-
mixed D18:D18-Cl phase, comparing to individual D18 and
D18-Cl with comparable π–π stacking distances of 3.95 and
3.93 Å, respectively (Figure 6d and S27, Table S16). This

Figure 5. (a) AFM phase images of blended films. (b) Statistical distribution of fibril diameters. (c) 2D GIWAXS patterns of blended films. (d)
Extracted line-cut profiles from 2D GIWAXS patterns of blended films.
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rational combination of D18/D18-Cl could also be applied in
other high-performance systems and has the huge potential
for yielding record-breaking OSCs. In addition, the blended
ratios of D18 and D18-Cl have also been screened systemi-
cally. Figure 6e demonstrates the fiber sizes variation for
D18:D18-Cl:CH8F blends with different D18/D18-Cl ratios
and the statistically largest fiber size can be achieved at a
D18/D18-Cl ratio of 0.6/0.4 (see Figure S28 for details).
Furthermore, the smallest π–π stacking distance and the
largest CCL were also achieved at the same ratio of 0.6/0.4
(Figure 6f and S29, Table S17). All the results above agree
with the best composition of D18/D18-Cl that has provided
the champion PCE of 19.28% in this work.

Conclusion

In order to conquer the great challenges of insufficient
intermolecular packings and less crystalline ordering of
SMAs, complete fluorination on peripheral active sites was
performed on basis of a 2D conjugation extended molecular
platform of CH-series SMAs, rendering an acceptor of
CH8F with eight fluorine atoms surrounding the molecular
backbone. As unveiled by both single crystal and GIWAXS
analysis, CH8F possesses the much enhanced and more
ordered molecular packings comparing to its CH6F control,
which are mainly benefitting from the broad 2D conjugated
backbone, more importantly, strengthened fluorine-induced
secondary interactions and larger dipole moment. This

Figure 6. (a) Temperature-dependent UV/Vis spectra of D18, D18-Cl and D18:D18-Cl solutions at a range of 500–600 nm. (b) Statistical distribution
of fibril diameters for D18, D18-Cl and D18:D18-Cl blend. (c) High resolution transmission electron microscopy images with the roughly estimated
lattice spacings. (d) Extracted line-cut profiles of from 2D GIWAXS patterns of D18, D18-Cl and D18:D18-Cl films. (e) Fibril diameter analysis
based on AFM images of D18:D18-Cl blends with different ratios. (f) Variation of π–π stacking distances and CCLs for (010) peaks in OOP
directions.
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favorable molecular packing behavior of CH8F gives rise to
the enlarged dielectric constant, prolonged exciton lifetime
and reduced exciton binding energy. All of these advantages
could contribute to facilitated charge generation/migration
and suppressed charge recombination in theory. When
blending with a matched donor D18, the favorable molec-
ular packing features of CH8F can be remained, thus
providing more obvious fibrillary networks with relatively
larger fiber size than that of CH6F blends. Consequently,
D18:CH8F-based OSCs reached an excellent efficiency of
18.80%, much better than that of 17.91% for CH6F-based
one. More excitingly, by employing D18-Cl that possesses a
highly similar structure to D18 as a third component, the
highest efficiency of 19.28% for CH-series SMAs-based
OSCs has been achieved so far. Furthermore, a comprehen-
sive investigation of nanoscale morphology has suggested
that D18 and D18-Cl seem to stack with each other evenly
and thus form a well-mixed phase with enhanced intermo-
lecular π–π stacking and crystalline ordering in resulting
blends, which mainly accounts for the improved PCE of
ternary OSCs. Our work demonstrates the great potentials
of CH-series SMAs for constructing record-breaking OSCs
through peripheral adjustments, at the same time, will
stimulate more innovative explorations in light of the
dramatical structural multiformity.

Supporting Information
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including materials synthesis, device characterization and
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